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For Immediate Release:
#EmbraceAction at AORN Expo 2018
Hagerstown, MD, USA, February 1, 2018: The 2018 AORN Surgical Conference and Expo
will take place in New Orleans from March 24-26. This year, the theme is Embrace Action:
Mind, Body and Spirit. Action has fully “embraced” the theme and initiated ways to keep nurses
healthy using the trio of wellness. The Akton® polymer gel products can assist in patient safety
and stress relief, as the nurses will see by stopping by Booth 2123 at the show.
There are a multitude of ACTION-able sessions for OR nurses to take home. Action will be
sending out a list to their friends and handing them out at the booth. In addition, Action will be
hosting the 5th annual Scan for a Cause to benefit the AORN Foundation and MercyShips. A
scan of a visitor badge will prompt Action to donate money to the cause of the visitor’s choice.
All donations are made in the name of the nurse. It is an easy way for a nurse to give to a good
cause. Nurses can also pick up their Nurse Angel Pin to proudly wear at the conference and
beyond.
Follow all of the events before, during and after on Facebook and Twitter at #EmbraceAction
and #AORN2018. Visit Action on social networks and at the Expo. Safe travels!
Action Products, Inc. protects patients and nurses with polymer gel positioners, support surfaces
and fluid management products. As a pioneer in the gel positioning category, Action® products
have many pressure and shear reducing qualities. Action remains the leader in the industry due to
its independent clinical studies proving its effectiveness. The company is also the national
distributor or DryMax Fluid Management products. For more information, please visit
www.actionproducts.com or www.4yourOR.com.
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